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No one WANTS to be homeless, and no one
CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens when
everything you do to prevent it fails to work. Making
anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes no
sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze
or dope, just to stay sane, and many lose that fight,
too, becoming mentally ill and often killing
themselves. This ends the problems that society
forced upon them. SelfServatives (Conservatives,
Con Artists who Serve themselves) cause funerals,
but they don't mind, because they don't believe in
God.
Not all the cute men are either married or gay: Some
are broke, crazy, or out on parole. • If you wanna
see heaven, you need to see your Travel Agent. •
Why do we force political candidates to pimp
themselves at election time, and market them like
laundry
detergents?
•
The
Fifteen-Minute
Retirement Plan allows you to retire for 15 minutes,
and then you run out of money. •

www.
Published by San Diego
County's 10% (310,000) Homeless, 15,000 to 40,000
(on any given day) Unhoused, and 2 Million+ NearlyHomeless* *(Official HUD Statistic for what THEY call San
Diego's "Cost Burdened". The State of California calls them
"Financially Stressed.")

We go out to 178,000 in the first ten days of every month, more
often when necessary, plus 500 of the 2-page Street Edition.
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The Themes of this Edition are an
Introduction to Spirituality Abuse,
and News Censored Out

Announcements &
General News:

Refer to the bottom of
Page 2, "Redevelopment, Toilets, Cabals, and
Homeless Storage".
HNregMay21.139205912.pdf

Libraries: The City has expanded Library
Streetlinks, a program of Metropolitan
Area Providers of Social Services (MAPSS),
will be holding a workshop/in-service-training
on Emergency Shelter Options and
resources for area case managers on
Wednesday, October 22 from 9:00 – 12:00
p.m. at First Lutheran Church, 1420 Third
Avenue in downtown San Diego. The focus will
be information and training for on line case
management and social service providers.
See PDF at
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/Streetlink
s_Flyer.287124853.pdf

Water News: The El Cajon County Library
now has a special port for the poor and
homeless to fill their plastic water bottles with
filtered and refrigerated water. Water has been
proven to make people less angry and less
violent, and El Cajon is statistically the
community with the largest percent of people
currently living below the Federal Poverty
minimum in San Diego County. (El Cajon Post
Office is a wealthy area, but the wealthy homes
are outside of El Cajon City.) Thanks to San
Diego County for this improvement, because
water is far less expensive than more police
and violence, but unfortunately in short supply.
The poor and homeless, of course, are the
most likely folks to become angry and/or
violent, due to everyday life and society kicking
them pretty hard.

Toilet News: Promised 4 years ago, the
Portland Loos are slated to go in by January
in Downtown San Diego. The problem, of
course, is that we were originally promised 8
new toilets to go with or replace some of the 11
that we had in 2009-2010, but in that time lost
9 toilets plus the promised 8 new ones
dwindled to 2. We had 11, were promised 8,
now we have 2 and are promised 2 more. I
covered the Toilets Issue exhaustively in
the May 2014 issue of the San Diego
Homeless News, and have it here on PDF:
http://www.nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/SD

hours, with the Branch Libraries now open an
extra half-hour on their closing time, and an
additional hour on their Tues. and Wed.
morning opening time. The Downtown Central
Library is also open additional hours. Our
thanks to the City, as this is a huge plus. As
you know, the intellectual and intelligent
homeless use libraries a lot, to publish books,
e-mail screenplays and sheet music to agents,
apply for jobs as a COO, and, of course, there
is always water and toilets at a library. The
new hours for the Downtown (Jacobs) Central
Library at Petco Park are: 10-7, Mon., Tue.,
Wed., and Thur., plus Noon to 6 PM on Fri.,
Sat., and Sun. I envision a library with a CRV
recycling yard, hot showers, and a dining area
with microwaves for cooking your own food, all
open 24 hours, someday.

Free Cell Phones: While not a scam,
many lies are being told by recruiters who sign
folks up. Plan on it taking 6 months to a year,
average, to get your phone, the plan not being
as specified, and the phone not being as
specified, either. Several of these providers
have their web sites blocked, re-routed, or not
taking input, and/or their "800" phone numbers
don't work.

New Web Pages: The updated list of
services performed by Father Joe's Villages
(St. Vincent De Paul) is now available at
www.NZ9F.com/FatherJoe
(not
casesensitive), and can also be had on PDF.
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/
Father_Joe.286141738.pdf. This is too new for
"211" to have it yet. • New page on Neil Good
Center at www.NZ9F.com/NeilGood. • Oct.
Street Edition (Homeless City News) is now
out.
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/StreetOCT2014.28
5114541.pdf

EDITORIAL
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Bag Ban Hurts Poor,
Homeless
The rich folks who run grocery chains and
make our laws do not need disposable plastic
bags, and many do not even recycle them. We
poor people get all of our food pantry food in
them, and those pantries continously ask us for
more bags to re-use. We also use them to
wrap our trash, keep food fresh, and store
leftovers, as well as making plastic rope from
them, using them as temporary purses, and we
place our socks and underwear in them when
dirty, to take to the laundromat. Their most
important use is for our feces. As many as
one-quarter of all people in the area do not
have regular toilet access, and use old
newspapers wrapped in plastic bags of this
kind to dispose of our human poop. Many live
in cars, under bridges, in parks, in parking lots,
on the streets, in canyons, in forests, on
beaches, or on rooftops. Newspapers are laid
down on a chair or bench, feces is deposited
on same, it is rolled up, and placed into these
FREE plastic bags. Welcome to Reality.
• What is our biggest problem? Depends
upon how you rank them. Long term, Civil
Rights and Spirituality Abuses. Biggest
inconvenience?
Toilets, laundry, all-year
shelters, showers, drinking water, 4 out of 5
water-related! Most pressing current need?
Increased storage space, hours open, and
number of locations. Biggest political need
from the City: Any new stadium, downtown
shopping mall, convention expansion, or
other downtown major project must include
use as a homeless shelter during those
days and/or hours that it is not in other
operation. By Design.

Meetings:
The Girls Think Tank met Oct. 2, with 15
present, which is about the average number
these days. 4 new people, one of which was a
homeless, the other three being an engineer, a
retired downtown resident, and a small
business professional. A total of 5 of the 15

were homeless, about an equal number of
males and females. • The Portland Loos are
on schedule and should be installed by
January 2015. • The Tenderloin of San
Francisco, which is their homeless area (much
like Skid Row in Los Angeles, or The Bottoms
in San Diego) now has a program called Lava
Me, featuring portable toilets with attendants.
Truck-based. • The main topic today is a
secret. • The Mayor's Committee on Toilets
and the Regional Task Force on the Homeless
still do not have any members who are
homeless, which is perhaps why they do not
understand a problem that they are trying to
solve. Imagine an all-White NAACP, trying to
solve the problems of Black people. How can
you pretend these committees understand the
homeless situation, without any representation
of the homeless ourselves? You are trying to
solve a problem that you do not understand AT
ALL. •
One underlying new problem arose, in that a
new Director used the word "Homeless"
incorrectly, indicating a lack of knowlege on the
issue. He seems pretty bright, so that will
probably not be a continuous problem, plus he
is an expert at drawing media attention and
donors, both things the group could use. The
downside is that he works with and operates
Faith-Based fundamentalist ministries, and one
of the main advantages of thinking with the
GTT has been that they take a non-religious
(atheist) perspective, which eliminates FaithBased Deception ("Jesus-Bullshit"). JesusBullshit, Bible-Lies, and all the rest of that
idiotic nonsense that stupid people are fed
about "Belief" in "God" does huge more harm
than good. (Also see "It's A Duck", below.)
Sorry, but we are neither sheep nor apes, and
only lower animals have "Beliefs". Just another
step in a long 6-year process wherein the
usefulness
of
the
group
keeps
becoming challenged by continuous proposed
changes away from solving the homeless
problem to instead putting another bandage
on it. We are already up to our butt in
bandages and do NOT need any more of
them. Will this cause rhetoric to increase and
action to decrease? Or was GTT much less
useful than I thought, all along? This was to be
PAGE THREE my proposed forum to discuss

how to handle rampant Spirituality Abuse,
causing mental illness and substance abuse
among the homeless. Nonprofits add way
too much human blood and semen to the
food given to the poor, attempting hypnotic
control from that, and the immersion in
ridiculous
ideas
about
"God",
"Jesus", "Satan" and other nonsense. This
does way more harm than good, and helps to
perpetuate poverty and homelessness. It also
makes a lot more work for the Nonprofits, too.
Spirituality Abuse, and the mental illness
and substance abuse it causes is probably
our most serious problem right now, and
any real progress must deal with it. The
abusive Cabals want to deny this problem
even exists. Spirituality Abuse causes
homelessness, plus perpetuates it thru causing
mental illness, alcoholism, and drug addiction.
Another bandage and some more cookies?
Careful, the cookies contain our dried semen,
so that you will believe us when we lie to you.
More Cabals and less truth is not any sort of a
positive change. Beam Me Up, Scotty, there's
no intelligent life on this planet. •

It's A Duck!
It takes a huge amount of time, patience,
money, and effort, to separate the "Good"
churches and nonprofits from the "Evil" ones.
This is because we are dealing with the
Cabals, and every church, for example has at
least 3 different "Castes" or "Cliques", varying
in rank, to deal with. And, the Cabals are
entirely secret organizations, because they
deal with the Religious Secrets. Nowadays, all
I do is look for indicators. I do not have time to
send friends to join a church, spend 10 or 12
years getting to know its leaders, have them
invited to the inner circle of the organizations,
and then look around. What certain types of
churches have always hidden, in the past, is
sex clubs, child sex, child prostitution rings,
mistreatment of spirituality, complete non-belief
in God, wife swapping, laughing about poverty,
and, of course, trips to Las Vegas with donated
PAGE FOUR money to spend it on booze,

dope, hookers, and gambling. I am too busy to
investigate all this stuff nowadays.
In the past, the Baptist churches have fared the
worst, and the Big Box churches not much
better. I never found one of either of those that
was legitimate. Some of the Red Flags have
been super-powerful sermons, faith-based
ministries, demonization of some sexual
preferences, belief in the bible without
questioning it, restriction of women, sometimes
even the teaching that there are "Evil Spirits"
and other such nonsense. Much use of
superstition, placebo, lies, and human
Spirituality. All used a huge amount of "control
dope", eucharistics, such as human blood, to
"control" or "compel" the poor sheep that they
were brainwashing. All had a large number of
suicides, too, which goes right along with that.
I admire the work of the Rock Church, the El
Cajon Transitional Living Center, the San
Diego Rescue Mission, and even the Burrito
Boys, but all raise a bunch of red flags. If it
looks like a duck, and it walks like a duck, and
it flies like a duck, and it quacks like a duck,
what is it? An avocado? You just need to
have FAITH. BELIEF will set you FREE...to be
a complete lunatic nut-case. The ET guys say
that "Beliefs" are only had by lower life forms,
and that proves we humans are a mere
animal. Asked what denotes intelligent life, he
replied, "Ten million years of college.
Intelligent Cultures have eliminated death,
disease, and aging."
A side issue is that in the past, we discovered
that the average member of a Big Box church
is 25% likely to carry a loaded handgun to
church.

Israeli Government Article
Justifies Genocide and
Holocaust!
Hitler wrote a similar article,
80 years ago!

The Times of Israel posted the case that in
certain circumstances genocide may not only
be permissible, but in fact a necessary
component of government policy. The original
article was taken down after the internet got
hold of it and began spreading it feverishly.
However you can still access the cached
version of the page here. The title of the article
"When Genocide is Permissible" by itself was
bad enough, but this wasn't a question of poor
word choice. It was the thesis. This is
particularly evident in the closing paragraph:
"I will conclude with a question for all the
humanitarians out there. Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu clearly stated at the
outset of this incursion that his objective is to
restore a sustainable quiet for the citizens of
Israel. We have already established that it is
the responsibility of every government to
ensure the safety and security of its people. If
political leaders and military experts determine
that the only way to achieve its goal of
sustaining quiet is through genocide is it then
permissible to achieve those responsible
goals?"
Editor's Notes: First, it drew 8 million hits, most
people objecting to it (including many Jews). So, it got
changed some, then it got deleted and replaced with
other things on-line, and hacking was done sending
people to other, "fake" websites and articles. Huge
amount of tampering. 1.) The Original, on PDF. 2.)
The
replacement
of
that,
on-line
https://archive.today/RPf3M#selection-633.0-639.11
(Possibly blocked or re-routed in the USA.) 3.) The fake
story
made
up
to
go
with
this
www.archive.today/o/RPf3M/http:/blogs.timesofisrael.co
m/author/yochanan-gordon/ (Also possibly blocked or
re-routed in the USA.) Note that the entire e-domains on
this one has been hacked to death by both sides.

Hundreds of Police Departments
Distribute ‘Internet Safety Software’
That’s Actually Dangerous Spyware
By Dave Maass. Police chiefs, sheriffs, and
district attorneys have handed out hundreds of
thousands of copies of the disc to families for
free at schools, libraries, and community
events, usually as a part of an “Internet Safety”
outreach initiative. The packaging typically
features the agency’s official seal and the

chief’s portrait, with a signed message warning
of the “dark and dangerous off-ramps” of the
Internet. As official as it looks, ComputerCOP
is actually just spyware, generally bought in
bulk from a New York company that appears to
do nothing but market this software to local
government agencies.
http://thefreethoughtproject.com/hundreds-policedepartments-distribute-internet-safety-softwaredangerous-spyware/#RkcG2mwokEsfFore.99

NYC Approves Building With
Separate Entrance For Poor People
It would be difficult to come with a more on-thenose metaphor for New York City’s income
inequality problem than the new high-rise
apartment building coming to 40 Riverside
Boulevard, which will feature separate doors
for regular, wealthy humans and whatever you
call the scum that rents affordable housing.
http://www.popularresistance.org/nyc-approves-buildingwith-separate-entrance-for-poor-people/

CA Student Group Sues
Google for Monitoring emails
...a group of students in California are suing
Google,
claiming that the company’s
monitoring of Gmail violates federal and state
privacy laws. A Google rep told Education
Week that the company scans and indexes
emails from all Apps for Education users. The
company uses the data for potential
advertising, among other purposes. If
successful, that could lead to a payment to
millions of Gmail users. Electronic Privacy
Information Center (EPIC) points out that even
if Gmail users agree to Google’s terms, that
doesn’t mean that non-subscribers who email
with
them
do.
(more
at
link) http://www.popularresistance.org/students-suegoogle-for-monitoring-their-emails/

Famous German Journalist Admits
CIA Bribed Him and Other Leaders
Leading journalist says that almost all of the
news media are bought and paid for, not for
PAGE FIVE the public, but against them --

totally corrupt. Udo Ulfkotte, a former editor of
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (one of
Germany's largest newspapers), has decided
to go public about the corruption of himself and
the rest of the Western news media.
http://www.opednews.com/articles/Leading-GermanJournalist-by-Eric-Zuesse-Billionaires_CentralIntelligence-Agency_Energy_Oil-141007-640.html

Homeless Bill of Rights aims to
protect life-sustaining activities
Rights to move freely, sit, sleep and
have access to hygiene facilities cited in
surveys of 1,300 homeless people
by Renee Lewis, Al Jazeera USA News Service
A coalition of over 125 social justice groups is
working on a Homeless Bill of Rights to be
introduced to state legislatures in an effort to end
the criminalization of people who live on the
streets.They argue that these laws unfairly target
those perceived as undesirable, including the
homeless, in an attempt to push them out of public
spaces. The coalition has compiled over 1,300
interviews with the homeless and said it has
identified six priority areas to be included in the
Homeless Bill of Rights. Those six are the right to
move freely and sleep in public spaces without
discrimination, to sleep in a parked vehicle, to eat
and exchange food in public, to obtain legal
counsel, to access hygiene facilities 24/7 and to use
the necessity defense in any criminal prosecution.

WASHINGTON -- In September, Rep. Trey
Radel voted for Republican legislation that
would allow states to make food stamp
recipients pee in cups to prove...
HUFFINGTONPOST.COM Editor's Note: We
need to start drug-testing those in Congress.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/11/19/treyradel-drug-testing_n_4305348.html, bottom of
page.

City Shuts Down Entire
Corrupt Police Department
Do you think more cities should do this?
THEANTIMEDIA.ORG http://theantimedia.org/aftercops-cross-thin-blue-line-florida-city-shuts-down-entirecorrupt-police-department/

Walmart Begins Selling Health
Insurance, then Cancels Health
Insurance for its Employees
and will raise premiums and co-pays for all full-time
employees. You can't make this stuff up. By US Uncut.
Sells
insurance: http://huff.to/1uTb1EL
Cancels insurance: http://bit.ly/10KQWDV

Homeless
Course 807
College Course at the Ph.D. level on how Methods of
Control work, designed for those who deal with
Volunteers, the Poor, the Homeless, and the Cabal
System. www.NZ9F.com/807.

http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/10/6/holdholdholdhomelessbillofrig
htsaimstoendcriminalization.html

The Berkeley Pepper Spray Times:
This is a humorous satire of Underground
News and Newspapers
http://www.berkeleydailyplanet.com/pdfs/pst10-01-14.pdf

Congressman Trey Radel Busted
For Cocaine, Voted to Drug Test
Food Stamp Recipients

807 Psychology Course in Lay
Seminary, Methods of Control.
Dr. John Kitchin, Milwaukee Free University On-Line.

Notice: This course is ONLY for those with a
Doctorate Degree, or who are students earning
one. It contains material that is SECRET from
the General Public, but routinely discussed
among ourselves. The public DOES NOT
have permission to know most of this! If you
are a Religious Minister with a DOD Security
PAGE SIX Clearance, this should be no
problem for you.

These are in ascending order, from the
basics imparted upon all of us, thru the
tougher and tougher to control.

A.) BASICS
1.) Propaganda - Beliefs
2.) Peer Pressure - Me-too-ism
(Bandwagon)
3.) Spirituality - Hypnosis - Gnosis (see
chart in Section 3)

B.) SPECIFICS
4.) Tiny Rewards - Gold star in a book
5.) Reasoning - Most reasonable behavior
makes sense
6.) Barter - Real Rewards - You do this and
you get...
**Below are punishment and do NOT work**

C.) PROBLEMS WITH PAST
BEHAVIOR
7.) Intimidation - Threats - Insults
8.) Ostracism - Banishment - Punishment Harassment

D.) EXTREME OR EXCESSIVE
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
9.) Physical Harm - Imprisonment Criminal Charges - Beatings - Torture Harm to Family - Death

Section One: Propaganda
and Beliefs
Beliefs are a combination of reality, hypnosis,
and dreams or wishes. They are not true, but
we make them true because we want them to
be. All mammals have dreams and beliefs,
PAGE SEVEN – END and you may have

observed dreaming behavior when your dog or
cat is asleep. Human dreams and beliefs are
more complicated, but not really. We still
dream about food, sex, pleasure, relaxation,
same as a dog or a cat. Mammals, as you
know, are very rare in the 350 billion universes,
and we were specifically genetically designed
to be useful mammals, making use of our
tendency to have beliefs, and the ease with
which we are hypnotized. Our genetic design
(we are a GMO, a Genetically Modified
Organism) involved 97% ape DNA, primarily
chimpanzee and bonobo, gene-spliced with 3%
G-d, the species which created us. Who they
are, where they live, and all that is a US
Government Top Secret. The species G-d is
often pronounced "God". So, we were created
by God, the species. There are at least
several million of them. We evolved as
chimps, plus have evolved some since we
were created. If any of this is shocking
and/or entirely new to you, how the HELL
did you get a Doctorate degree?
Being so easy to hypnotize and control, and
carrying the internal programming of beliefs
has enabled our species to be very useful in all
universes, primarily as police and soldiers, but
also as repair personnel for spacecraft. Earth
was set up as a breeding grounds and home
colony in a universe that has almost no other
life forms except bacteria. Our universe is only
14 billion years old, and has not had time to
develop anything like intelligent life. An
average universe is a billion times older, but
we humans would have come into contact daily
with hundreds of more-intelligent life forms.
Not a good option. Humans often commit
suicide when they learn that they are of a
stupid species. To be continued.
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